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Abstract—In task allocation problems one usually only
considers a single round in which players participate. In
practice, many allocation problems are of repeated nature,
in which players can decide to keep participating or leave.
Players’ participation, or behavior, influences the outcome,
or social welfare, of these problems. In this paper, we use a
fuzzy connective to model agents’ behavior in regard to their
perception of the game, i.e., optimism level, based on their
experiences thus far. We conduct simulations to investigate the
interactions between the agents’ participation behaviors and
the outcomes of the task allocations in multiple rounds. We
compare two task allocation algorithms, one merely focusing on
costs, and the other focusing on both fairness in the allocation
and costs. The results show that the fairer algorithm makes
agents more optimistic, and in return, agents keep participating
in the allocation game. This leads to a higher social welfare in
the long run compared to the cost-minimization algorithm.

Keywords-Repeated task allocation; Fuzzy connective; Fair-
ness; Participation behavior.

I. INTRODUCTION

Task allocation problems typically focus on achieving
one-shot optimality, which aims at finding the minimum cost
allocations (e.g., [1]). In [2], we study a fair task allocation
problem in transportation, where not only the costs involved
in the allocation is considered, but also the distribution of
tasks among participants is taken into account. We have
demonstrated in [2] the benefit of factoring fairness into task
allocation. In the experiments, among the majority of test
instances, fairness comes with a very small price in terms
of cost.

The motivation of developing fair task allocation algo-
rithms was inspired by an actual transportation situation in
the port of Rotterdam in the Netherlands, where many small
inter-terminal tasks need to be assigned to companies who
have trucks that are already present in the port. These trucks
that come from the hinterland to drop or pick up containers
often have spare time in between tasks. These idle trucks
could be used by the terminals to perform jobs within the
port while waiting for their next scheduled job. This benefits
both the truck operators and the port operator, in addition
to using readily available resources, which increases the
utilization rate of existing trucks. Furthermore, this means
that less or even no new trucks are needed to perform the

jobs, which results in being a more durable approach to
meeting the transport need within the port. Because such
allocations will be repeated daily and any truck company
that is present in the port is free to participate, it is crucial
to encourage those companies to participate in this activity.

We hypothesize in [2] that due to psychological factors,
using an allocation algorithm with fairness as a main crite-
rion will encourage companies’ participation in the repeated
task allocation game. More participants ensure more supplies
in the system, which will eventually lead to a higher social
welfare. In [3] we have studied a repeated task allocation
problem in which we take into account the participation
behavior of the agents, which is modeled using prospect
theory from behavioral economics literature, and makes use
of exponential smoothing. Agents are not assumed to partic-
ipate in every round, but are free to leave and join whenever
they feel like it. Using prospect theory, we incorporate an
agent’s past experiences into her participation decision. We
have seen that keeping agents interested in participating
throughout the rounds, by using a fair allocation instead of
a minimum-cost allocation in each round, yields an overall
higher social welfare in the long run. This is especially
of importance in settings like the sharing economy, which
is upcoming in the past years, in which participants share
their idle resources and anyone is free to enter and leave as
they wish. Therefore, it is important to ensure some portion
of the market share to the participants to encourage their
participation and to yield an overall higher social welfare.

Since the participation probability was only calculated as
a function of the number of tasks allocated to an agent with
a transformation through the formula of prospect theory,
there is no measure displaying the agent’s state of mind in
a certain round, e.g., being either optimistic or pessimistic
and to what degree. In this paper, we propose a model
of agent optimism based on a fuzzy connective. In fuzzy
decision theory there is a large number of connectives,
i.e., aggregation operators, which can be used for modeling
different types of decision making behavior. The generalized
averaging operators are especially interesting, since they can
be used to model human decision making behavior ([4],
[5]). Instead of using prospect theory to incorporate human
decision making behavior, we will now use the generalized



averaging operators to incorporate an agent’s utility and
previous experiences into her current participation decision.
Each agent will have its own optimism level, which is based
on its relative allocation compared to the other agents. This
optimism level will transform an agent’s utility in order to
determine her participation probability that will influence the
participation decision in a given round.

The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section II we
present a brief overview of existing literature on repeated
games and fuzzy decision theory. Section III introduces
the problem setting and Section IV presents the agent’s
participation decision using the generalized averaging op-
erator. In Section V we conduct simulation experiments to
study the effect of the participation decision in two different
allocation scenarios, i.e., a minimum-cost allocation, and a
fair allocation ([2]). We also look at the effect of agents’
participation on the social welfare in each round, and its
effect on the overall social welfare, where the social welfare
is measured by the allocation quality. Finally, Section VI
contains the concluding remarks.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Repeated problems have been studied in the fields of game
theory ([6], [7]) and auctions ([8], [9]). In these studies,
agents are assumed to be rational, i.e., as long as their
expected utility is non-negative, they do not opt out of the
game. Therefore, with an individual rational mechanism,
the participating parties are fixed (e.g., [10]). In our work,
we discard the assumption of rationality, and model agents’
different participation behaviors by linking their optimism
or pessimism motives with the outcomes of the previous
games. We do this using a fuzzy set connective from fuzzy
decision theory. Fuzzy sets have been used to model human
decisions, and several fuzzy connectives for this purpose
have been proposed based on experimental work ([11]–[13]).
The generalized means are of particular interest, as they
easily allow for modeling a wide range of the degree of
compensation ([14], [15]).

III. PROBLEM DEFINITION

First, we introduce the task allocation setting that is stud-
ied in [2] and [3]. We assume that the central planner knows
the set of available jobs to be distributed among agents in
advance. Let T be the set of time periods, consisting of
T time periods, and J be the set of jobs, consisting of a
total of J jobs. Each job comes with an earliest available
time and a latest completion time, and jobs are independent
from each other. For each job ji ∈ J we define its possible
starting time as a mapping: J ×T 7→ {0, 1}. When it is clear
from the context, we abuse the notation and use jti to denote
that job ji is available at time period t ∈ T . When the set
of jobs J together with their possible starting times jti has
been made available, companies may bid on individual jobs.
Denote K as the set of all companies, consisting of a total

of K companies. In addition to the selection of jobs that a
company k ∈ K wishes to perform, the company also needs
to provide information on the time periods in which it is
able to perform the jobs and the available capacity in that
time period t, ntk. Each job is assumed to take up one unit
of capacity and can be completed within one time unit. Next
to the available capacities in given time periods, company
k also needs to provide its desired compensation, c(ji, k),
for the bid job ji ∈ J . A bid, Bk, from a company k is
thus a tuple: 〈ck,nk〉, where ck is a set of costs c(jti , k),
and nk is a set of capacities ntk. Once all bids from the
bidding companies K have been collected, which can be
enforced by a time limit, the auctioneer then decides which
companies get to execute which jobs, that is, the auctioneer
determines a task allocation π : J × T × K 7→ {0, 1}.
The value of an unallocated job is set to 0, whereas if a
job ji is allocated, it will result in a fixed value V . The
social welfare U given an allocation π can be calculated by
taking the difference between the total value of allocated
tasks and the total compensation that needs to be paid for
performing the allocated tasks. The objective in a typical
task allocation problem is to maximize the social welfare
by choosing an optimal allocation. As indicated in [2], we
can use any existing min-cost max-flow algorithm to find the
optimal allocation for this one-shot task allocation problem.

In [2], we develop a fair algorithm is developed to ensure
a max-min fair allocation to agents, instead of merely
minimizing the costs. The max-min fairness principle means
that given a total of Z jobs, the number of jobs for any
agent cannot be increased by at the same time decreasing
the number of jobs of other agents that have the same
number of jobs or less. Intuitively speaking, this means
that the fair allocation distributes the set of jobs among the
agents as evenly as possible. We propose a polynomial-time
fair method to meet this fairness criterion in the allocation,
which consists of two novel algorithms. First, we introduce
IMaxFlow, which computes a max-min fair vector, i.e., the
most even distribution over agents given all bids, using a
progressive filling idea Second, we have FairMinCost, which
finds the minimum cost allocation that satisfies the given
max-min fair vector by smartly altering the structure of the
problem. The output of these two algorithms is a max-min
fair task allocation with the least total cost. We now use the
following example to illustrate the algorithms used in [2] to
obtain the minimum-cost and fair allocations.

Example 1: Suppose we have 5 jobs that need to be
assigned. All jobs have a value of V = 100. The jobs can
be done in different time periods, namely (j1 : j11); (j2 :
j22 , j

4
2); (j3 : j23 , j

3
3); (j4 : j34 , j

4
4); (j5 : j55). Three companies

submit their bids, as shown in Table I. All 5 jobs can
be feasibly assigned. For the minimum-cost allocation any
min-cost max-flow algorithm can be used, which results in
πmincost assigning j23 to k2 and j11 , j

2
2 , j

4
4 , j

5
5 to k3. This

results in a total cost of 95, and a social welfare of



Table I
THE BIDS OF THREE COMPANIES INCLUDE DESIRED JOBS IN EACH TIME

PERIOD AND THEIR ASSOCIATED COSTS.

t1 t2 t3 t4 t5
k1 j1 : 20
k2 j1 : 30 j2 : 40

j3 : 25
k3 j1 : 10 j2 : 20 j3 : 25 j2 : 30 j5 : 20

j3 : 20 j4 : 25 j4 : 20

5 · 100 − 95 = 405. For the fair allocation we apply
the two algorithms in [2]. Using IMaxFlow we obtain the
max-min fair allocation vector φ = (1, 1, 3). Thereafter,
using FairMinCost, we obtain the fair allocation πfair, which
assigns j11 to k1, j23 to k2 and j22 , j

4
4 , j

5
5 to k3. This results

in a total compensation of 105, and a social welfare of
5 · 100 − 105 = 395. We can clearly see that in this one-
shot game the min-cost max-flow algorithm obtains a better
social welfare. �

In this paper, we will consider a multi-round task al-
location problem, similar to [3]. Therefore, we introduce
round r ∈ R, consisting of a total of R rounds. In each
round r we have jobs ji,r ∀ ji,r ∈ Jr, with Jr ⊆ J
the set of jobs in round r. In the repeated task allocation
game with R rounds, the objective is to maximize the social
welfare over all rounds, that is, to maximize

∑R
r=1 Ur =∑R

r=1

∑
ji,r∈Jr,πr(ji,·,·)=1 |ji,r| · V − c(ji,r, k), where πr

is an allocation in round r. In addition, we assume agents
decide for themselves whether they would like to participate
in bidding in a certain round or not. This participation
decision will be modelled as a participation probability pkr,
which is dependent on earlier allocation outcomes. The order
of events in a round r of the repeated task allocation is as
follows:

1. After the auctioneer announces the available tasks,
agent k observes her capacities and desired compen-
sations c(jti,r, k) for each task jti,r ∀ ji,r ∈ Jr, t ∈ T ;

2. Agent k decides on whether to participate or not by
computing its participation probability pkr, and if she
decides to participate, she submits a bid br,k based on
her observed capacities and compensations. Note that
as we do not study agents’ bidding strategies in this
paper, we simply assume agents submit their bids based
on their true values.

3. The auctioneer then decides on the task allocation πr
and the payments c(jti,r, k);

4. Finally, agent k observes all participants’ bids and the
outcome πr.

IV. MODELING PARTICIPATION BEHAVIOR

In order to determine whether an agent will participate
in bidding in a certain round, we will take into account an
agent’s personal optimism/pessimism, and the agent’s utility
in the previous rounds. We make use of the generalized
averaging operators from fuzzy decision theory in order to

aggregate the utilities of previous m rounds, in a similar
fashion as in [16]. The generalized averaging operators are
given by

pkr(skr) =

 1

min(m, r − 1)

r−1∑
q=max(1,r−m)

µskr

kq


1/skr

,

(1)

for skr ∈ R \ {0}, and

pkr(0) =


r−1∏

q=max(1,r−m)

µkq


1/min(m,r−1)

, (2)

where pkr is the participation probability for agent k in
round r, and skr is a parameter indicating the optimism level
of agent k in round r. A positive skr indicates that the deci-
sion making behavior is optimistic, whereas a negative skr
indicates that the decision making behavior is pessimistic.
The higher the skr, the closer to the maximum value of the
sample pkr(skr) will be. Whereas the lower the skr, the
closer to the minimum of the sample it will be. If skr →∞
(skr → −∞), pkr(skr) will be the maximum (minimum) of
the sample, and when skr = 1 (skr = −1) we obtain the
arithmetic (harmonic) mean. In the special case that s→ 0,
we will use (2), which returns the geometric mean. The
decision function (1) holds the following properties:

• pkr(skr) is continuous in parameter skr;
• pkr(skr) is monotonic and nondecreasing in skr;
• pkr(skr) is increasing in µkr;
• pkr(skr) ∈ [0, 1] if µkr ∈ [0, 1].

We let the optimism parameter skr be dependent on the
outcome of the previous round. Let us first denote zrjtk and
xrjtk as the binary variables that indicate whether in round r
agent k has participated in bidding on job ji,r or is assigned
ji,r in the allocation πr, respectively. For ease of notation
we use round r directly in the subscript of the variables.
Denote K+

r ⊆ K as the subset of agents where k+ ∈ K+
r

has
∑
jt zrjtk+ > 0 in round r. For every agent k that has

participated in the round prior to round r, k+ ∈ K+
r−1, we

can use the proportion of number of jobs won in round r−1
over the number of bids submitted in round r − 1, ψkr, as
a measurement of the optimism or pessimism of an agent
k ∈ K in round r.

ψkr =

∑
j,t x(r−1)jtk∑
j,t z(r−1)jtk

(3)

This proportion does not indicate how well the agent has
performed compared to her peers. Therefore, we determine
the average proportion over all agents k′ ∈ K, and the
difference of the agent’s proportion with this average. As
these differences may be very small, as every agent might
have bid on many tasks but was allocated only a few, we



normalize the differences to the largest absolute difference.

ψ′kr =
ψkr − 1

K

∑
k′∈K ψk′r

maxk+∈K+
r−1

(|ψk+r − 1
K

∑
k′∈K ψk′r|)

(4)

Since ψ′kr ∈ [−1, 1], we want our optimism parameter skr
to have a wider range, as otherwise we would be obtaining
values in between the harmonic and arithmetic mean. Hence
we multiply ψ′kr by a constant cs to obtain skr ∈ [−cs, cs],

skr = csψ
′
kr. (5)

The membership values µkr are the utilities of the agents,
which is the total compensation an agent k receives for
the allocated tasks in round r. Since we would like the
participation probabilities pkr to lie in the interval [0, 1], we
need to have µkr ∈ [0, 1]. Therefore, we take the normalized
compensation, where an agent’s compensation is divided by
the maximum compensation of all agents in that round,

µkr =
Ukr

maxk∈K Ukr
, (6)

where Ukr denotes the utility, or social welfare, of agent k
in round r.

Note that the calculation of ψ′kr is based on agent k having
participated in the previous round. However, if this is not
the case, the proportion and therefore also the participation
probability pkr will be undefined. Since we would like to
give agents the opportunity to enter and participate again in
later rounds, we assign a very small participation probability
plow. We assume that all agents will participate in bidding
in the first round, pk1 = 1, ∀ k ∈ K. A participation
probability of pkr = 0.5 means that agent k is indifferent
on whether to participate or not. When pkr is higher, agent
k is more keen on participating, whereas when pkr is lower,
she will be more likely to refrain from participating. The
optimism parameter skr plays a large role in swinging this
participation probability up or down.

The following example illustrates how the participation
probability develops throughout the rounds.

Example 2: In Example 1 we have seen three agents who
bid on five jobs. Consider this as round 1 with participa-
tion probabilities p(ψ′ki1) = 1.00 for all three agents. As
parameters we choose cs = 5 and plow = 0.01. In round
2, we obtain ψki2 = ( 11 ,

1
3 ,

3
8 ), for agent k1, k2 and k3,

respectively. We can now calculate the average proportion
as 1

3 (
1
1 +

1
3 +

3
8 ) ≈ 0.57, and the corresponding differences,

which are (0.43,−0.24,−0.19). The normalized proportions
become ψ′ki2 = (1,−0.55,−0.45) using (4). Therefore, our
optimism parameters become sk2 = (5,−2.75,−2.25). The
membership values are µk2 = (80,75,240)

240 = (0.33, 0.31, 1).
Eventually, the participation probability can be obtained
through (1), resulting in pk2 = (0.33, 0.31, 1). Agents k1
and k3 decide to participate in this round, bidding on 3
and 5 jobs, and are assigned 1 and 2 jobs, respectively.
Using this information, and the information that the obtained

compensations are Uk3 = (75, 0, 160), we can repeat the
calculations for round 3. The resulting participation proba-
bilities are pk3 = (0.37, 0.01, 1.00). Agent k2 will be very
unlikely to participate this round. �

V. EXPERIMENTS

We are interested in the development of the social welfare
over multiple rounds and how two different allocation algo-
rithms, a min-cost max-flow algorithm and a fair algorithm
([2]), influence the social welfare. Therefore, we conduct a
simulation study. We will use a first-price sealed-bid auction
where the allocation πr and the number of jobs bid on from
all agents will be made available after each round. This
means that all bidders have information on the allocations
and the number of bids from all previous rounds in order
to determine their participation probability. Note that only
the number of jobs bid on will be made available after a
round, not the actual bids themselves, so that agents cannot
adjust their own bids accordingly. We will use similar test
instances as described in [2] and [3]. We will use T = 10
time periods per round, corresponding to a typical working
day, and we assume that the tasks are uniform with a value
of V = 100 each. We set the latest completion time of each
task to 3 time periods after its earliest available time. In
this scenario, which is similar to the situation in the port
of Rotterdam, there are two peak hours in a day. Therefore,
tasks have a 25% chance of starting at t2 and another 25%
chance of starting at t6. If a task does not start at a peak
hour, it has an equal chance to start at any time from t1 to
t8.

Similar to [2] and [3], a bidder k has a predetermined
set of tasks she is interested in. In [3] we have seen that
the so-called low competition case, in which each task in
each time period has a chance of 0.25 to be selected for
this set, yielded similar results using the minimum cost
and the fair allocation, due to the lack of leeway in the
allocation. Therefore, in this paper, we only consider the
high competition case, in which each task in each time period
has a chance of 0.75 to be selected. For each task in this set
she has a bid. We will distinguish between two bid cases.
First, we have the homogeneous cost case, in which every
agent draws their bid cost from an uniform distribution in
the interval [30, 60]. These numbers are based on the hourly
wage of a driver and the fuel costs with an additional profit.
Second, we have the heterogeneous cost case, in which a
predetermined half of the agents will draw their bid cost
from an uniform distribution in the interval [30, 50], and the
other half of the agents will draw theirs from the interval
[40, 60]. The idea behind this case is that the former half
of the agents who draw their bids from a lower interval
represents the agents that are large and can make use of
economies of scale to bid low. The latter half, on the other
hand, are small agents that bid relatively high, because they



cannot make use of economies of scale and have to provide
a service for minimally that cost.

It depends on the participation probability, pkr, whether
a bidder will actually participate in bidding in a particular
round r. For each round r, an uniform random number
is generated for bidder k, which will be compared to its
participation probability. If they decide to bid in that round,
i.e., the uniform random number is lower than the value
for the participation probability, they will submit the bids
for all the tasks they are interested in in that round. If an
agent has not participated in the previous round, we set the
participation probability of this agent in the current round to
plow = 0.01. This is to ensure that an agent will still be able
to participate in later rounds after dropping out and therefore
will not be excluded from the remainder of the auction. In
the first round no agent has experience with the auction yet.
Therefore, all agents will have a participation probability
equal to 1.00 and thus all agents will submit their bids. We
set the parameters for the generalized averaging operator to
cs = 5. We conduct 20 experiments for each of the four
scenarios, with 50 agents and 250 jobs. We show the results
of the first 25 rounds, as the results stabilize in the rounds
thereafter.

Figure 1 shows the average number of participants per
round over the 20 experiments. We already observe a sharp
decline in the number of participants in the second round
when making use of the minimum-cost algorithm, with both
homogeneous and heterogeneous costs. Even though the
aggregation operator only takes into account the first round,
in which all agents participate, many agents are deterred
from participating again in the second round due to their
optimism parameter s being too low, as they obtained fewer
tasks than their peers. The number of participants keeps
declining and goes below an average of 5 already after round
r = 5. When making use of the fair allocation algorithm, we
can see that the decline in the number of participants is not
nearly as sharp as with the minimum-cost algorithm. Even
at round r = 10 there are still on average 15 participants,
and only slowly declines after that. The average number of
participants manages to stay above an average of 7 even
after round r = 25. This is mainly due to the nature of
the fair allocation algorithm, which assigns tasks to more
agents. This results in a higher optimism level among more
agents, as they feel they have obtained a fair share of the
allocation. This in turn also yields a higher social welfare
on average among the agents in each round, which, together
with the higher optimism level, leads to higher participation
probabilities.

Consequently, a larger number of participants in each
round means a higher social welfare in each round, as
depicted in Figure 2. As the minimum-cost algorithm yields
a rapid declining social welfare over the rounds, tied to the
drop in participants, the fair allocation algorithm yields a
rather steady social welfare over the first 12 rounds. After

Figure 1. Average number of participants per round over 20 experiments
over 25 rounds.

Figure 2. Average social welfare per round over 20 experiments over 25
rounds.

round r = 13 the social welfare starts to waver and decline
slowly, due to the decline in participants as well. However,
even in round r = 25, the social welfare is approximately
triple the social welfare obtained with the minimum-cost
algorithm. Figure 3 shows the cumulative social welfare over
the rounds. We can see that the total social welfare obtained
by the fair allocation quickly surpasses that of the minimum-
cost allocation in only a few rounds. In round r = 25 the fair
allocation obtained a total social welfare of approximately
twice the amount of the minimum-cost algorithm.

Comparing these results to [3], we observe that using
generalized averaging operators results in a faster decline
in participants and social welfare than when using prospect
theory. This can be mainly attributed to the optimism level of
agents. Fluctuations in the optimism level can cause severe
changes in the participation decision, whereas with prospect
theory such fluctuations only had little effect, therefore
taking more time to develop noticeable effects.

VI. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

In repeated task or resource allocation problems agents
cannot be assumed to be simply participating in each round.
The behavior of agents does not only consist of the ratio-
nality regarding their economic gain, but also their feelings



Figure 3. Cumulative average social welfare over 20 experiments with
high competition over 25 rounds.

towards the system. As agents put effort in participating and
have to face uncertainty and risk in doing so, the act of
participation needs to feel rewarding to these agents.

The main contribution of this paper is that we model
agents’ participation using the generalized averaging op-
erators from fuzzy decision theory. Hereby we use an
agent’s experiences in previous rounds to determine their
participation decision. We use both the number of tasks
obtained in the allocation and the utility gained in earlier
rounds to construct an agent’s optimism level and resulting
participation probability. By taking into account the utility
and an agent’s optimism level separately in the fuzzy con-
nective, we can model an agent’s behavior more closely.
In addition, we demonstrate that fair allocations maintain
more agents throughout multiple rounds than minimum-cost
allocations do. Consequently, this leads to a much higher
social welfare per round, and in total, already after only a
few rounds.

Allocation algorithms that take into account the partici-
pants’ behaviors are especially of importance in settings like
the sharing economy, which is upcoming in the past years, in
which anyone is free to enter and leave as they wish. In these
settings participants share their idle resources. Therefore, it
is important to encourage their participation and to yield an
overall higher social welfare, which can be accomplished by
ensuring some portion of the market share to the players.
As our future work, it will be interesting to investigate how
to design algorithms with agents’ participation behaviors,
which maximize social welfare in the long run.
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